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The Chairman’s Ramblings

The club meeting last Saturday was a great success and we had a record
number of members attending, over 50% of members present. The committee
had met before and decided on those who would be awarded Honorary Life
Membership, in recognition of outstanding service to the club over many years. 
They are Hartwig Hillermann ZS5WA, Hill Mason ZS5HL, Milne Buchan ZS5NZ
and Rod  Radford ZS5RK and now ZL1RK.  Our congratulation to you all and we
acknowledge your service to the club and to Ham Radio.  Thank you.  Certificates
are on their way. 

There has been an interest expressed by some members to write the Class A
Radio examinations, these will be written on the 20th May and entries must be
made by the 23 April.  I have spoken to Evert ZS55EFP and he has agreed to
give lectures covering the technical aspects of the course.  We are yet to work
out the details of how many lectures will be needed but the course will begin in
the next few weeks.  All those that are interested should contact me to put theirs
names down.  We can again also run the Class B course if there are people
interested.
 
We will again be assisting with the Postnet  Marathon that will be run on Sunday
the 28th February and will be looking for volunteers to provide emergency
communications for the 7 water tables along the route which runs through the
street of Pietermaritzburg.  All that is needed is the ability to operate through the
750 repeater with either a hand held or from a vehicle. 

We also drew the raffle for the hand held UHF radio donated by Brian ZR5BCB
and this was won by Roger O’Neill ZS5EV, congratulations  Roger.

Our next meeting will be at Illovo Beach and will be take place over the weekend
of the 13/14 February in conjunction with the Highway Club and the SARL HF
field day.  The Venue will the Villa Spa and the details are on the club web page. 
This should be a good gathering and I would encourage members to attend even
if only on the Saturday, the last such event at Midmar was a great success. 

Our Thanks  must go to Shaun ZR5S and Mike ZS5ML and their helpers for
restoring the power to the Gilboa repeater lets hope the problem has been put
to rest.

With the improving sunspot activity the HF bands do seem to be open to a
greater and great extent, I wish you well on the air waves.

Mike ZS5BGV
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Diary of Events

24 January BACAR launch in the W estern Cape

27 January SARL 80m Club Contest

31 January President's net at 19:30

6/7 February AW A CW  Activity Day

13/14 February SARL Field Day.  Villa Spa in Illovo (more details below)

13 February MARC club meeting at Villa Spa, Illovo

28 February New closing date for the Sumbandilasat essay competition

28 February Final date for entries in the ARRISSSAT project to be submitted to youth@sarl.org.za

27 March 2010 SA AMSAT Space Symposium

The M.A.R.C. Infrastructure
Voice Repeaters (FM) Visit www.marc.org.za/pages/freq.htm for updates of this list

VHF Tx Rx Equipment

Hilton 145.6625MHz CTSS 88.5 145.0625 MHz SCR200 20W, Diamond X-200 rx and tx

Estcourt 145.700 MHz 145.100 MHz Emcom SA256 25W , Diamond X-200 rx

Franklin 145.725 MHz 145.125 MHz GE MVP 10W  - off air

W orlds View 145.750 MHz  CTSS 88.5 145.150 MHz Emcom SA256 25W, Diamond X-200 rx and tx

Greytown 145.775 MHz 145.175 MHz Home Brew @ 20w, Diamond X-200 rx and tx

Underberg 145.7875MHz  CTSS 88.5 145.1875MHz Q8000 30W

W indy Hill 145.700MHz 145.100MHz Hamnet repeater.  Should be operational in Feb.

UHF

Mt Gilboa 439.225 MHz 431.625 MHz Vertex Standard  VXR-9000, Diamond X-200 rx and tx

Zwartberg 438.775 MHz  CTSS 110.9 430.175 MHz GE MVP 15W - off air

APRS
The national APRS frequency is 144.800 MHZ (Tx & Rx). The I-Gate is at Hilton (ZR5S). Fixed stations should beacon

at approximately 30min intervals with a path of W IDE5-5. Mobile stations should beacon at approximately 1min

intervals with a path of “W IDE1-1, W IDE5-5". W e have aprs digi’s throughout KZN. A PBBS (mailbox) is on ZS0PMB-1

for emergency use. A KA-NODE is on ZS0PMB-7

Packet Radio
No packet radio frequency.  However, limited packet radio facilities are available on 144.800MHz

ECHO-LINK “voip”
Our node number is 244279 Call Sign ZS5PMB. This Echo-link facility is available on the Midlands linked Repeater

network.

E-QSO “voip”
W e are in the “ 101ENGLISH” virtual room, on the “repeater.dns2go.com” server.  This is linked to RF at Blackridge

on 433.000 MHz simplex.

BEACONS
Greytown 50.321 MHz (Tx) ZS5SIX FSK   (off air)

WEB SITES
MARC’S very own website www.marc.org.za

SARL’s website www.sarl.org.za

HAMNET website www.hamnetkzn.org.za

Regular Events

The KwaZulu Natal Net (Early Birds): 

Starts at 06h00 on 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz in summer and continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net

from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later on.

MARC Sunday Morning Net:

Times: 07h45.  Club bulletin is presented at 08h0.

Frequencies: VHF: 145.750, 145.6625, 145.775MHz, 145.725MHz, 145.7875MHz 

UHF: 439.225MHz 

Hamnet Bulletins: Sundays at 07h00 on 145.625MHz and 3.670MHz

W ednesdays at 19h30 on 145.625MHz and 3.670MHz

-------------------------********************-------------------------
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Modified X-Beam by Mike ZS5ML

A query on the SARL forum about X-Beam

dimensions caught my eye, and I searched the web

for more information.  

The original design by Brice Anderson W 9PNE, is

shown on the left.  I used the original dimensions

from the 1993 ARRL Handbook in the drawing on the

left.  I also calculated and included the metric

formulas.

Documentation claims that this antenna performs as

well or better “than a similar yagi”, claiming a 6 to 8dB

gain.

This antenna was originally designed for hf.  I found

an article by K0EMT who constructed one for

60.125MHz in the 6m band.  He found that the

antenna also performed well on 2m and 70cm, with

swr figures better than 1.5 in these bands.  

He used square and round tubing for the main arms,

and mounted these on a square insulator boardm

which was then clamped to his mast.  Have a look at

http://www.dbbear.com/k0emt/projant/xbeam/ for his

article.

His dimensions were 1186mm for the main arms, 648mm for the driven element tails and 559mm for the director element tails.

I looked at the design and decided to build it with conduit tubing and

1mm  electric cable.  The centre would be a 4 way conduit box, the2

arms would be 20mm conduit piping, terminated with a

compression gland to keep the water out.  The ends of the arms

would be supported by nylon string for stability.  The tails would then

be cable tied to these nylon supports.

As I was looking for a compact antenna, I decided to design it for

2m, and hoped that it would also work for 70cm.  After buying all the

bits (about R40 in total), I made my calculations using the above

formulas, and constructed it for 145.100MHz.  The dimensions were

410mm for the arms, 223mm for the driven element tails and

194mm for the director element tails.

On the left is a picture of all the bits, excluding the wire and nylon

string.  Note the 1m x 25mm conduit pipe on the far left which would

be glued to the back of the 4 way conduit box and would be used as

an attachment point to the mast.

All went well, and the final result was

compact and sturdy.  It was then

analysed using the miniVNA.  It

measured a low swr of 1.28 at

111.460MHz, 2.58 at 153.50MHz

and 1.1 at 442.4MHz.  Not really

what I was expecting!

I did change the design by using a

the same cable diameter for the

arms and the tails, and by encasing

the arms inside conduit piping.  So

the calculations would have to be

amended for the changed relative

conductor sizes and velocity factor

changed by the conduit piping.
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The necessary change in dimensions was simple by applying the ratio of 111.460 / 145.100 to the old dimensions, and ended

up with 312mm for the arms and 170mm and 148mm for the tails.  Imagine my surprise when I got the results, shown on the

previous page!  I trimmed the tails, and the results changed dramatically again.  It seems that on this small scale that the

angles and dimensions are critical.  Just straightening one tail, without adjusting it’s length, made a big change.

Not giving up, I decided to redesign it for 6m,

using the original dimensions, making

measurements, and then adjusting the size

again for the velocity factor.  

I also decided to compensate somewhat for

the arm length diameters by constructing

these from 6mm  wire, and 1mm  for the2 2

tails.   To cut a long story short, I ended up

with the dimensions shown on the left, ie

950mm for the arms, 540mm for the driven

tails and 445mm for the director tails.

The results were pleasing at last! The

following results were achieved at the

resonant points:

52.990MHz - swr 1.15 - 52 ohm impedance

145.460MHz - swr 1.15 - 48 ohm impedance

431.500MHz - swr 1.45

434.355MHz - swr 1.0

Testing the antenna on a 6m pole in our back yard showed that it certainly has great potential.  It is directional, but can trigger

the stronger repeaters irrespective of where it is pointing to. 

The positives of the antenna are that it performs very well and is cheap to construct.  It will however need multiple supports,

like nylon string, to prevent damage from storms and iNkankanes trying to perch on them.....

-------------------------********************-------------------------
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How are our repeaters in KZN linked?

The repeaters in the Midlands are linked via the UHF hub repeater situated at Gilboa.  Each vhf repeater is connected to a

uhf radio.  W hen the vhf repeater is keyed, the signal is relayed via the uhf radio to the hub repeater, which then broadcasts

the signal to the other uhf link radios causing the connected vhf repeaters to transmit the relayed signals.

W ithin our network, we have another mini uhf network in the Underberg region, which “join” the two vhf repeaters found here,

with the aid of another uhf repeater.  A separate uhf radio links this setup to our main network.

The Alverstone repeater is connected slightly differently.  The repeater is a split repeater, meaning that the transmit and

receive sides of it are situated on different sites.  Normally a pair of uhf radios is used to connect the rx and tx together.  But,

as it was decided to link it to our network, these two uhf radios were used as link radios to Gilboa, which then effectively joins

the repeater together.  That is why this repeater stops working when Gilboa goes down.

The following schematic diagram should be better at explaining what I tried to explain above:
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The following table should give those of you in Pietermaritzburg and idea of where to roughly point your beams, and how far

the repeaters are away.  The exact locations of these repeaters can be found on our website.

Repeater locations from the MARC Clubhouse

Repeater Frequency Tone Distance Bearing

W orld's View 145.750 88.5 6.1 298E

Hilton 145.663 88.5 10.1 299E

Groenekloof Digi  10.4 294E

W indy Hill 145.700  19.1 54E

Alverstone 145.600 103.5 36.6 121E

Gilboa 439.225  36.8 346E

Highway 145.625 88.5 47.7 117E

Greytown 145.775  67.0 12E

Estcourt 145.700  68.7 324E

Bluff 145.650  69.9 121E

Vernon Crookes 145.7125  76.4 163E

Umzumbe 145.775  113 173E

Underberg 145.788 88.5 93.3 247E

Zwartberg 438.775 110.9 112.0 240E

Eshowe 145.675  114.0 50E

Ladysmith 145.725  131.0 333E

Franklin 145.725 88.5 135.0 231E

Empangeni 145.700  159.0 52E

Dundee (Fort Mistake) 145.375  167.0 345E

Harrismith (Platberg) 145.600  188.0 322E

-------------------------********************-------------------------
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Editor’s Waffle

Unfortunately the Christmas season is behind us now, and some of you will be relieved.  Gone is the
hustle and bustle and the unnecessary spending of money on things like Christmas crackers.  For a
handful of us it is a quiet period.  The farms are without workers.  All have gone home to their families. 
There is no fighting in the compounds and the local streets are peaceful, without taxis polluting the air
with tons of decibels of “music”. This is a time where we can get on with the old postponed jobs.

I took this time to get one or two things in order.  The one was allowing time to experiment with the X-
Beam, which has been fun.  I also temporarily retired my trusted Windom antenna, replacing it with a
80/40 dipole.  

The MARC repeater network also received a lot of attention during this time.  The new uhf hub repeater
at Gilboa is working fine, especially after the rx antenna was replaced.  Underberg and Estcourt are now
easily getting into the the hub repeater.  The coverage area is now quite impressive in KZN allowing vhf
operators in Durban to have QSOs as far as Underberg and Harrismith!  The new circuit breaker and
surge arrester at Gilboa should hopefully prevent unnecessary tripping at the site.  The cable was tested
again with a mega on the 16  during wet conditions (soaked ground plus drizzle), and seems to be fine.th

There has been criticism by one individual that in times of emergency, a linked network is not desirable. 
This is utter nonsense  of course, because with a linked network you have a much bigger audience, and
a much better chance that someone who can help will be listening.  The beauty of this network is that
should some repeaters be disconnected for whatever reason, it can be easily done remotely with dtmf
tones.

The other fear with a linked repeater network is that it could become too busy.  This has not happened
yet, and again, should this situation arise, some repeaters can be disconnected.  It is heartening to hear
our repeaters being used again.

Our last meeting was great with the interesting talks about APRS (ZR5S) and repeater deviation (ZS5PJ). 
Morris, ZS5MR has also offered to hold mini workshops on pc design and manufacture.  Please give him
a call on 033 3942550 if you are interested.  Hopefully this year will become one in which talks and
projects will feature.  It seems that our hobby is eventually being reawakened again with new blood, after
going to sleep in the last 10 years or so.  World wide, especially in America, there is a healthy growth
in our hobby, and it is enlightening that it is happening here as well now.

Special congratulations go to Hartwig, Hill, Milne and Rod.  Even though I have not met two of you, I
have heard many accounts from other club members about your dedication and selfless work in the past,
and if only half of these stories are true, your Honorary Membership awards are but a small token of
appreciation from our club members. 

On a sad note we learnt of the passing of Meyer Koch on 13 January, 2010.  He was an active club
member in the past, and served on the committee at one stage.  Our condolences go to Norma and
family.

-------------------------********************-------------------------

PC design and construction course
Morris ZS5MR is offering this course at his qth to anyone who is interested. He will run it for 2 people
every second Sunday at 14h30.  Please give him a call directly on 033 3942550.
The course duration will be 1 to 2 hrs.  Requirements are a laptop, flashdrive, paper and pen.

-------------------------********************-------------------------
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Map Coordinate Systems by Mike, ZS5ML

W hat does this topic have to do with Amateur radio?  There are two aspects which need to be covered, and that is the grid

square coordinate system used and the strange non standard coordinate format used in some programs, such as UI View and

AGW  Tracker.

Going back to basics, we will have a look at the original coordinate systems.  But before that let’s briefly touch on map datums. 

These are basically 3d mathematical models which try to model the average surface of the world, or a part of the world.  There

is not a perfect model, as the earth is not a perfect shape - it certainly is not perfectly round.  As a result global models are

usually not accurate enough for smaller areas of the world, like individual countries.  South Africa has used a few models in

the past, and has adopted the international W GS 84 datum in January 1999.  As a rule of thumb, only this datum should be

used.  If you are working with old maps and trying to “decode” coordinates from them, you will have to change the datum to

the one specified on the map.  Datums previously used include the Cape Datum, W GS72, ARC 1950, ARC 1960 and

Scharzeck.

Now on to the Coordinate System.  The world is divided by latitudes and longitudes.  The latitudes are circular parallel lines,

measured in degrees from the centre of the earth, where the equator is at zero degrees and the poles at 90 degrees.  “N” an

“S” designations are normally used to define whether the coordinate falls in the northern or southern region.  In the absence

of these, positive numbers usually mean that the coordinate falls in the northern hemisphere and negative numbers in the

southern hemisphere. The longitudes meet at the poles and slice the earth into 360 equal one degree slices, and all are equally

long, unlike the latitudes, and 0 degrees passes through the central meridian)

The latitude is normally displayed in front of the longitude eg

S29E 36'  35.1"  E30E 23' 13.2" (I wonder if you can work out where this is?)

There are 3 different formats used for these lat/long coordinate systems:

1. degrees, minutes and decimal seconds (hddd mm ss.s)

2. degrees and decimal minutes (hddd mm.mmm)

3. decimal degrees (hddd.ddddd)

DMS is still used by the Chief Directorate Surveys and Mapping (CDSM) as most of their maps (1:50,000) historically use this

format.  Most new mapping systems however are using the decimal degree format for various reasons.  The main reason is

that it is the easiest format to relay verbally and in written format, with the least chance of mistakes.  Many coordinates have

been misinterpeted, even by mapmakers - maps with coordinates of various feature have been sold, where some land based

coordinates where actually off-shore!.  The main reason for using minutes and seconds would be because you grew up with

this coordinate system, or when working with paper maps which have dms grid lines.  But when working with electronic maps,

like on your gps, decimal degrees should be chosen format.

Decimal degrees, with the same number of digits as above, is also more accurate, be it only by a few metres.

The next coordinate system used by ham radio operators is the Maidenhead system.  It provides a rough indication of their

location.  It is a “read right and up” system starting at the 180 longitude and south pole.  It consists of two letters, two decimal

digits and two letters, like KG50EJ.  It can be extended for a more accurate location.

The first letter indicates the number of 20 degree increments in longitude (A-R);

the second, 10 degree increments in latitude.  These two define the FIELD.

The first digit defines 2 degree increments in longitude within this filed, 

and the second digit defines the 1 degree increments in latitude. 

The American hams stop here and call it a “square”.  W e, European and other hams use 6 digits for more accuracy.

The next pair of letters are 2/24 degrees in longitude and 1/24 degrees in latitude.

At our lattitude, this rectangle is about 8.1km x 4.6km, good enough to give your general position, but useless when trying to

use it to pinpoint a landmark, like your local supermarket or garage.

It is not an easy coordinate to decipher without having a map showing the grid squares.  Your position can be calculated with

the above description if you know your position, but normally a conversion program of some sorts is used, like the one found

on the SARL web site at http://www.sarl.org.za/public/QRA/Abt_Locators.asp

It is probably easiest to use a Garmin GPSr, by setting the coordinate setting to Maidenhead, and just read the coordinate from

the screen.

The last coordinate system we are exposed to is the one used in UI View and AGW  Tracker.  It beats me why the developers

would use this confusing notation....the above coordinate is displayed as 29.36.58S 30.23.22E
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Notice how the S and E are now shown at the end, and logic tell us that the degrees, minutes and seconds are separated by

a full stop.  Not too different you say?  Here is a prime example how errors can creep in - there are NO seconds in the notation! 

They use degrees and decimal minutes, ie it is dd.mm.mmS dd.mm.mmE. 

Now you can understand why I stated earlier on that we should stick to decimal degrees, which cannot be confused or

misinterpreted, at least not easily.  

The above coordinate is the same as S29E36.58' E30E23.22'  and NOT S29E36'58" E30E23'22" 

W ouldn’t the cleaner and simpler S29.60975 E30.38700 make more sense? 

-------------------------********************-------------------------

Swop Shop

• 3 solar panels (approx. 3ft x 1ft) : R25 each
• 1 RF Signal Generator (Heathkit Model IG-102) : R300
• 1 “Robot” Slow Scan TV Converter  + Philips B&W Monitor (21cm) : R500  (Manual for TV 

Converter included)
• 1 Aniko  12cm B&W Mini Television with AM/FM radio : R300
• 1 Tono Communications Terminal : R300  (Includes Manual)
• 1 “Junk Box” – miscellaneous items. Offers invited for the lot, excluding the box!
• Stainless steel radio masts: R10 per meter
• Wall brackets for radio masts (galvanized): R10 each
• Magazines:
• QST  2007 11 issues: R22
• QST  2008  11 issues: R22
• QST  2009   9  issues: R18
• RADCOM  2007  12 issues:  R24
• RADCOM  2008  12 issues:  R24
• RADCOM  2009    8 issues : R16
• RADIO ZS  12 issues (mixed) : R12
• AMSAT 10 issues (mixed) : R10

Please contact Robin ZS5MRS on robin@marc.org.za, 033 3431942 or 082 9637777

-------------------------********************-------------------------

 

Reminder re ICASA licences

ICASA has extended the grace period for licence payments to the end of February, as renewal notices
will only be sent out this month.  Theoretically you should have received them by the time you are
reading this notice, but this does not seem to be the case.  If you have not receive a renewal notice yet,
please check with Peter, ZS5PHL, ICASA - Dbn branch.  Chances are good that they do not have your
correct postal details.  Hopefully it will not be due to non payment of your license for this last year,
because then quite a bit more work will be required to get it reinstated.  Please visit
http://www.sarl.org.za/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=4680 for more detailed information.

If your licence fee is not paid by the end of February, you will loose your call sign, and there is no
guarantee that it will be allocated to you again, and it could be a long and tedious task trying to get your
account current again.  You can make the payment without the renewal notice - just make sure that you
use the correct banking details for ICASA.  Do not use your call sign as reference when making the
payment even though some claim that this is ok.  Only use your licence number.  This information is
straight from ICASA, who say that they will not guarantee that payments will be processed where call
signs are used as reference.  The payments are processed by the accounts department who do not have
call sign lists.  For our new ZU members, ICASA advises to sit tight until you get your renewal notice,
even if it only comes after the end of February.  
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If you have any useful articles for this newsletter, please email them to zs5ml@marc.org.za for publication. 
Any articles of interest to Amateur Radio, both technical and non technical, will be well received

-------------------------********************-------------------------

Ham Bulletin Readers

24 January - ZS5PJ

31 January - ZS5ML

07 February - ZS5BGV

14 February - ZS5CID

21 February - ZS5PJ

28 February - ZS5ML

-------------------------********************-------------------------

Tailpiece:     (Thanks, ZS5EGW)

WHO IS JACK SCHITT?                  

For some time many of us have wondered just who is Jack Schitt?

We find ourselves at a loss when someone says, 'You don't know Jack Schitt'! 

Well, thanks to my genealogy efforts, you can now respond in an intellectual way.

Jack Schitt is the only son of Awe Schitt.   Awe Schitt, the fertilizer magnate, who married O. Schitt, the owner of

Needeep N. Schitt, Inc.   They had one son, Jack.

In turn, Jack Schitt married Noe Schitt.  The deeply religious couple produced six children: Holie Schitt, Giva Schitt,

Fulla Schitt, Bull Schitt, and the twins Deep Schitt and Dip Schitt.

Against her  parents' objections, Deep Schitt married Dumb Schitt, a high school dropout.  

After being married 15 years, Jack and Noe Schitt divorced. 

Noe Schitt later married Ted Sherlock, and because her kids were living with them, she wanted to keep her previous

name.. She was then known as Noe Schitt Sherlock.

Meanwhile, Dip Schitt married Loda Schitt, and they produced a son with a rather nervous disposition named Chicken

Schitt. Two of the other six children, Fulla Schitt and Giva Schitt, were inseparable throughout childhood and

subsequently married the Happens brothers in a dual ceremony. 

The wedding announcement in the newspaper announced the Schitt-Happens nuptials. The Schitt-Happens children were

Dawg,  Byrd, and Horse.

Bull Schitt, the prodigal son, left home to tour the  world. 

He recently returned from Italy  with his new Italian bride, Pisa Schitt.

Now when someone says, 'You don't know Jack Schitt', you can correct them.

Sincerely,

Crock O. Schitt 
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